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Brands are doubling down on the loyalty fundamentals 
while also investing in forward-looking technologies.

SESSIONM + AMPERITY

Brands are investing 
in loyalty, but few 
are succeeding at 
understanding 
their customers

Unified profiles, 
better engagement

+

say their C-suite 
makes loyalty a top 

priority1

72%
say digital & omnichannel 

access will be the most 
important driver of 
success in 5 years1

53%
of marketers believe they 

are successful at 
creating a 360-degree 

view of their customers2

35%

1) Mastercard-sponsored Harvard Business Review Analytic Services report, based on a survey of 400 executives worldwide, October 2019
2) Forrester Study, May 2022

To create impactful engagements, brands need a full 
understanding of their customers, but many struggle 
with disorganized data.

Challenges Solutions

Weak 360 View

Siloed Customer data

Stagnant Loyalty Program

Unfocused Campaigns

First-Party Data Barriers

Customers and households are not reachable, 
accurate nor integrated

Scattered data spread across 
different brand teams

Lack of audience growth and personalized engagements 
because of disorganized data

Duplicated and generic campaigns

Unreliable first party data foundation, 
impacting downstream engagement

Appropriate Data Access for All Teams

Stabilize ID Graphs
Unify customer profiles using brands’ 
own data with patented ML algorithms

Democratized access to data for 
appropriate stakeholders

Unified Profiles

Grow Customer Loyalty

Personalize at Scale

Brands’ own social, transactional and behavioral data synced 
to understand and address customer preferences

Engage existing customers by delivering accurate 
and relevant experiences and offers

Understanding customers over their interaction lifecycle 
by creating a true Customer Lifetime Value
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SESSIONM + AMPERITY

Together SessionM and Amperity empower brands to 
deeply understand their customers and better serve them 
with meaningful engagements. 

SessionM transforms brands’ behavioral 
and transactional data into engaging 
and meaningful experiences at every 
step of a customer’s loyalty journey. 

The enterprise customer data platform 
(CDP) built for customer-centric brands, 
turning siloed customer data into game-
changing customer experiences. 

+

Unlocked business value

Brands can unify their data in the 
SessionM platform with their own 
outside sources to maximize tech 
stack investments and 
understand customer journeys.

More impactful engagement

Brands can use Amperity’s 
probabilistic and deterministic 
matching engine to equip the 
SessionM platform with a 
customer360 that provides for 
more powerful customer 
engagement.

Faster outcomes

Launch quickly, with simpler 
contracting, accelerated 
SessionM platform 
deployment, simplified 
processes for IT staff, and 
more efficient implementation.

Deliver and continually refine loyalty and engagement at 
scale by understanding your customers.

Launch Loyalty
Combine published, above 
the line loyalty programs, 
with unpublished below the 
line marketing channels.

Unify Profiles
Generate a complete 
customer 360. 

Unify Data
Unify data from all 
channels so that you have 
a complete customer view.

Deliver Offers
Motivate valuable 
behaviors across the 
customer journey with 
closed-loop offers. 

Send Campaigns
Create real-time audiences 
and send personalized 
messages designed for 
maximum impact. 

Resolve Identity 
Create one linking key so that 
downstream calculations & 
communications are accurate. 


